Z-E3756 Vehicle-Specific Navigator

MH NAVIGATION HIGHLIGHTS

Motorhome navigation
The map package with 47 countries navigates using the new ZENEC NextGen navigation engine, and contains over 6.5 million POI. Detailed 3D maps, TMC, Auto-Zoom, Lane Assist, and other Smart modes make the E>GO the ideally equipped route finder.

Camping POI package
Detailed information on camping and motorhome stop-over sites is offered by the preinstalled, comprehensive Camping POI package (multi-lan. in DE / EN / NL / IT / FR). The database shows approximately 35,000 campsite and motorhome stopover sites in Europe. This means you can search out a suitable site on the road in the region where you are, directly comparing the services on offer.

3D zoom function
The 3D Auto-Zoom function for junctions and roundabouts effects an automatic enlargement of map sections when approaching junctions where a detailed view is required. The Zoom factor can be manually set using the Smart Dial rotary knob on the right hand side.

Three years of free map updates
Update the map content of your navigation package comfortably before your next trip – 3 years for free. This is easy like any update, with a PC or notebook and the Toolbox software via the Naviextras portal (www.zenec.naviextras.com).

47 countries map coverage
Navigate through Europe the clever way. The map package contains 47 countries: Western and Eastern Europe, Turkey, Ukraine, Russia, and Belarus. The rendering of terrain and 3D buildings is clear and realistic. For menu and voice navigation there are 28 different languages for you to choose from.

TTS voice navigation
The navigation package of the Z-E3756 supports TTS voice navigation (Text-To-Speech) for some languages: During route guidance, the navigation system reads out the street names – helping to maintain orientation by listening to route guidance announcements only.

Preconfigured vehicle profiles
To facilitate navigation you can choose between different vehicle profiles (passenger car / motorhomes < 3.5 t / > 3.5 t – 7.5 t / truck). By entering additional vehicle specific data like height, width, length, weight and with or without trailer, the Z-E3756 can perfectly calculate the route to destination avoiding restricted or prohibited roads and bridges of too low height.

Navi split screen mode
The Z-E3756 offers a navi split screen in the audio sources. The navi split screen allows the display of street names with house numbers, as well as turn-by-turn info with distance to the next turn. So you never lose the overview while listening to music in a playback source with an active route guidance.

TMC / TPEG
The Z-E3756 not only has a TMC receiver for analogue data, but also a DAB TPEG function to display traffic events and traffic flow in near real time to inform you about the current traffic situation on the active route. The Z-E3756 supports free TPEG.
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Innovative multimedia and the most advanced navigation system for your motorhome – the Z-E3756 from the E-GO range is specifically developed for the FIAT Ducato III, Citroën Jumper II, and Peugeot Boxer II. The Z-E3756 blends in perfectly with the original look of your vehicle, and can be comfortably controlled from the capacitive 7”/17.8 cm touchscreen with glass surface.

Experience ZENEC’s fascinating entertainment world in your vehicle. The Z-E3756 offers you all the program variety of the new digital transmission standard DAB+ thanks to its multiradio system with crystal clear reception. The 160 W/ch 4-channel amplifier chip is cooled with glass surface and provides excellent sound quality over the entire frequency range. The built-in CD/DVD drive and two USB ports at the rear of the device (with 80 cm cable extension) handle the playback of the latest audio and video formats. The Z-E3756 can transmit audio signals to external Bluetooth speakers or headphones. The app remote displays audio metadata such as song name and album name. You can conveniently control the device via touchpad or the cam hard key button, while the vehicle is driving. You have the option of displaying configurable graphics for better estimation of the distance to the rearview gear triggered cam.

A detailed list of the device specifications and functions can be found at www.zenec.com under “Specifications”.

锌能 ZE3756

Vehicle-specific navigation for Fiat Ducato

**Vehicle Compatibility List**

- **Model**: FIAT Ducato III
- **Model Type**: 250/251
- **Model Year**: 2006 – 2011

**Additional Information**

- Prepared for the connection of a CAN/SWC steering wheel remote control interface (sold separately).
- For the direct mounting of a Z-E3756 device, the target vehicle must be equipped with radio-preparation.
- The vehicle must feature a suitable active antenna system (FM/DAB+) to provide suitable antenna signal levels.

**State of the art media compatibility**


**Interface to the SWC**

Using the smartphone ZENEC SP-400P app for Android and iOS smartphones, you can conveniently control the device via touchpad or the cam hard key button, while the vehicle is driving. The app remote displays audio metadata such as track info, station names and VOS level.

**System design with no fan**

The Quad Core CPU used in the Z-E3756 generates little heat. The integrated 4-channel amplifier chip is cooled by the passive aluminum heat sink at the rear. As a result the Z-E3756 runs silently – ideal for undisturbed video and audio enjoyment in your motorhome.

**Perfect in-vehicle integration**

Specifically developed for the FIAT Ducato III. Due to its specific construction and the wetted button illumination, the E-GO blends in perfectly with the vehicle model, and is like a tailor made fit in the motorhome cockpit.

**High-sensitivity DAB+ tuner**

The integrated DAB+ double tuner with MOT Slideshow, dynamic station list, Service Following and DLS test stands for clear and stable digital radio reception. The dynamic background seamlessly keeps the radio station list permanently up-to-date.

**Bluetooth hands-free module**

Hands-free calling with handsfree synchronization and search function for entries by first name and surname. The Quad Core CPU used in the Z-E3756 generates little heat. The integrated 4-channel amplifier chip is cooled by the passive aluminum heat sink at the rear. As a result the Z-E3756 runs silently – ideal for undisturbed video and audio enjoyment in your motorhome.

**Capacitive 17.8 cm/7” screen**

This capacitive 17.8 cm/7” LCD touchscreen with glass panel gives you accurate control with just a light touch. The touch panel is optimized for high-brightness level and excellent contrast range for brilliant video playback.

**A2DP SRC mode for BT speaker/phone**

In the A2DP source mode the Z-E3756 can transmit the audio signal to external Bluetooth speakers or headphones. A BT antenna at the rear of the device for hands-free calling with phonebook synchronization and search function.

**Connection of up to three cameras**

The Z-E3756 allows the connection and control of a total of three camera systems incl. switched power supply for each and reverse gear triggered audio input for the rear-view microphone. The icons can be manually controlled via touchpad or the cam hard key button, while the vehicle is driving.

**Multi-Function Buttons**

- CAM direct selection button
  - Using the smartphone ZENEC SP-400P app for Android and iOS smartphones, you can conveniently control the device via touchpad or the cam hard key button, while the vehicle is driving. The app remote displays audio metadata such as track info, station names and VOS level.

**FM RDS tuner**

The radio receiver of the Z-E3756 has an FM RDS tuner with integrated DSB filter that ensures a better, cleaner sound quality when FM source signals are rather weak, thanks to interference-free masking. The radio stations can be stored in 18 station presets.

**Google Android Auto**

The Z-E3756 is Google Android Auto certified. With GAA you are able to access compatible apps and online services on your Android smartphone in your motorhome and operate them intuitively with the display of your ZENEC device or the voice assistant from Google.

**Smartphone app for audio functions**

Using the smartphone ZENEC SP-400P app for Android and iOS smartphones, you can conveniently control the device via touchpad or the cam hard key button, while the vehicle is driving. The app remote displays audio metadata such as track info, station names and VOS level.

**Simple connection from iPod or iPhone**

IPod and iPhone can be easily connected to the DAB+ via USB port of A10L. The iPod or iPhone can be controlled on the Z-E3756 using the Apple’s iPod/ iPhone menu. In this menu you can search for a song title, album or artist.

**Android Auto**

The Z-E3756 is Google Android Auto certified. With GAA you are able to access compatible apps and online services on your Android smartphone in your motorhome and operate them intuitively with the display of your ZENEC device or the voice assistant from Google.